ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge on the properties and behaviour of materials is fundamental for engineers, as the compatibility of the materials with certain applications must be met before used. The study of material characterisation is important in knowing more about the behaviour of materials so that the utilisation of the materials could be varied and used to the utmost potential (Tan et al. 2011 ). Material characterisation is widely applied in the area of failure analysis to prevent engineering breakdown especially undesirable catastrophic and cascading ones. In the area where safety, reliability and quality control are highly considered, the continuous development of analysis technique and measurement technology for materials characterisation becomes inevitable.
Characterisation of material refers to a description of the composition and structure a certain kind of material that involves the study and usage of the material properties, along with sufficient of material reproduction of the material (Groves & Wachtman 1985) . Among the factors, 10 the success of this process is the availability of material characterisation in various techniques for carrying out the scope and knowledge so that it can be applied and implement efficiently in the field of materials engineering.
Materials properties and their behaviour are generally determined using 2 testing methods, which are destructive and non-destructive test (NDT). For destructive test, the behaviour of the sample is tested under different loads until material is ultimately fail or broken. Meanwhile, NDT concept is used to define or accessed the properties or behaviour of the material without failing, broken or damaging the sample. Therefore, non-destructive method is preferred by the researchers as the same sample can be re-used time after time for further test without fail. Besides, the test can be done with low cost, precise and no constraint in size and geometry. (Alfano & Pagnotta 2007) Impulsive excitation technique (IET) is one of the NDT methods that used to measure the natural frequency, based on the vibration analysis of specimens by gently tapping using small hammer or any automated tapping device. By using this technique, researchers can measure the elastic properties of materials such as elastic modulus, shear modulus and Poisson's ratio. (dos Santos et al. 2013; Węglewski et al. 2013) Generally, material properties can be measured using conventional methods on certain industrial machines. For example, tensile or yield strength can be obtained by universal testing machine, while transient plane source methods can be used to identified thermal conductivity of certain materials. (Dupleix et al. 2013; Ramesh et al. 2013) However, these conventional methods require expensive equipment and experimental set-up. The limitation of shape and dimensions of specimens for each types of machine for experiment as well as the complex working principle of the experimental methods also contribute to increase of cost and time. (Tognana et al. 2010) The paperwork describes an alternative method for characterising tensile strength and thermal conductivity of materials based on impulsive excitation technique. It is carried out on polymer materials to obtain the vibration data signal and alternative statistical analysis method, Mesokurtosis Zonal Nonparametric (M-Z-N) have been applied for further investigation. The past studies had also using the same technique, where they used M-Z-N analysis method combining with Integrated Kurtosis-Based Algorithm for Z-filter (I-kaz TM) technique to characterise the fatigue strength and young modulus properties of metallic materials, by correlating the M-Z-N and I-kazTM coefficients with vibration and acoustic signal. Nuawi et al. 2014) METHODOLOGY EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The set-up of experiment is schematically shown in Figure 1 . It consists of PCB model 086C03 impact hammer, Endevco 751-100 accelerometer sensor, National Instruments NI 9234 data acquisition device, computer with LabVIEW software, support system and polymer specimens. The specimens being used are Acrylics (AC), Poly vinyl chloride (PVC), Polyethylene (PE), Cast Nylon (MC), and Polyoxymethylene (POM), with 21 cm length and 3 cm diameter of size. ASTM E1876 standard is used as a guide and reference for this experiment as it is a standard test method conducted to find dynamic young modulus, shear modulus, and poisson's ratio by impulse excitation of vibration. Table 1 below shows the theoretical value of tensile strength and thermal conductivity for all specimens using Cambridge Engineering Selector (CES Edupack) software. This software provides a comprehensive database of materials and process information, and can be used as a powerful materials software tools. The experiment is conducted in UKM semi-anechoic chamber to ensure clean signal recording without noise and unwanted reverberation. Support pad is fixed on the rectangular plate base where it is firmly placed on the floor. Specimen is fixed on the support pad and the accelerometer sensor is placed on the outer edge of the specimen. Impulse excitation test is done by triggering each of the specimen with an impact hammer ranging from 200 to 950 N of impact force. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the whole research. The experiment is conducted based on the impulse excitation technique where the dynamic response of specimens due to the vibration when subjected to impact force is measured using accelerometer sensor, and the signal are recorded in the form of an electrical signal using LabVIEW software in computer. This technique was recognised by researchers as previous studies were done by recording or capturing signal in the form of generated electrical signal (Alfano & Pagnotta 2007; Guo & Tse 2013) . Two main parameters are obtained when the signal is captured which are the acceleration and velocity data. These parameter is analysed using alternative statistical of M-Z-N methods. The determination of the material properties is done by correlating the M-Z-N coefficient values with the impact force. Tensile strength and thermal conductivity which are obtained from the correlation model equation are verified by comparing them with the theory values from CES EduPack software, and the percentage error are investigated. The signal data resulted from the experiment are analysed using Mesokurtosis Zonal Non-parametric (M-Z-N) statistical analysis method. As stated by , M-Z-N method was developed based on data scattering concept with respect to the root mean square (rms) representing the content energy of signal . The rms can be calculated using Equation 1 below:
(1) (2) RESULT AND DISCUSSION In this study, there are 2 types of parameter that are measured, in which they are impact forces and vibration signal. These signal are generated during the process of impact excitation between the impact hammer and the specimen. The impact force and vibration signal of each experiment are measured in time domain.
IMPACT AND VIBRATION SIGNAL Figure 3 shows the example of impact force signal of 210 N and 900 N derived from POM specimens.
(a)
The experiment is conducted in UKM semi-anechoic chamber to ensure clean signal recording without noise and unwanted reverberation. Support pad is fixed on the rectangular plate base where it is firmly placed on the floor. Specimen is fixed on the support pad and the accelerometer sensor is placed on the outer edge of the specimen. Impulse excitation test is done by triggering each of the specimen with an impact hammer ranging from 200 to 950 N of impact force. FIGURE 2. Flowchart of the research Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the whole research. The experiment is conducted based on the impulse excitation technique where the dynamic response of specimens due to the vibration when subjected to impact force is measured using accelerometer sensor, and the signal are recorded in the form of an electrical signal using LabVIEW software in computer. This technique was recognised by researchers as previous studies were done by recording or capturing signal in the form of generated electrical signal ( The signal data resulted from the experiment are analysed using Mesokurtosis Zonal Nonparametric (M-Z-N) statistical analysis method. As stated by , M-Z-N method was developed based on data scattering concept with respect to the root mean square (rms) representing the content energy of signal . The rms can be calculated using Equation 1 below:
( 1) where x i is the value of the signal data and n is the number of data in a sample sequence. The M-Z-N coefficient can then be computed using Equation 2 below with the included r.m.s values.
( 2) Where M is number of segment, N is the number of data, is the discrete data value of ith sample and rms is the root mean square for a segment. M-Z-N method is different if compared with a previous alternative statistical analysis, which was Integrated KurtosisBased Algorithm for Z-notch Filter (I-kaz TM ). It was also pioneered by Nuawi et al. (2008) and based on the concept of dispersion data from the centroid of the scattering data. The Ikaz TM is mainly used for random signal analysis while M-Z-N is used for transient signal.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this study, there are 2 types of parameter that are measured, in which they are impact forces and vibration signal. These signal are generated during the process of impact excitation between the impact hammer and the specimen. The impact force and vibration signal of each experiment are measured in time domain.
(a)
where x i is the value of the signal data and n is the number of data in a sample sequence. The M-Z-N coefficient can then be computed using Equation 2 below with the included r.m.s values.
Where M is number of segment, N is the number of data, is the discrete data value of i-th sample and rms is the root mean square for a segment. M-Z-N method is different if compared with a previous alternative statistical analysis, which was Integrated Kurtosis-Based Algorithm for Z-notch Filter (I-kaz TM ). It was also pioneered by Nuawi et al. (2008) and based on the concept of dispersion data from the centroid of the scattering data. The I-kaz TM is mainly used for random signal analysis while M-Z-N is used for transient signal. Meanwhile, the captured vibration signal shows 2 types of measurement data, which are acceleration and velocity. Phenomena occurred as seen in Figure 4 is a response that happen when the impact force is applied to the material dynamically. The amplitude of the signal will start to increase rapidly to maximum level when the impact force is applied and then start to decline transiently until they reach zero. In order to characterise the material properties of specimen involved, vibration signal involving velocity and acceleration data are analysed using M-Z-N method. Table  2 shows the M-Z-N coefficients obtained from acceleration and velocity data on all specimens used, ranging from 219 to 950 N of impact force.
13 Acrylic (AC) Referring to the result obtained, a significant feature is identified where M-Z-N coefficients of both acceleration and velocity are increased when a higher impact force is applied to the specimen.
In order to characterise the material properties of materials, the changing of these M-Z-N coefficients with respect to the impact force applied on the specimens has to be examined by plotting the data from Table 2 for five different polymers. Figure 5 and 6 shows the plotted data of M-Z-N coefficient against impact force for both acceleration and velocity.
CORRELATION BETWEEN ACCELERATION SIGNAL AND TENSILE STRENGTH
Based on Figure 5 , a quadratic polynomial curve fitting is used to calibrate the M-Z-N coefficients. Quadratic equations for the curves are well fit in the form of as it shows a good value of correlation of determination, R² ranging from 0.949 to 0.983. Table 3 shows the value of R 2 and quadratic equation obtained from Figure 5 for acceleration data. Based on Figure 5 , a quadratic polynomial curve fitting is used to calibrate the M-Z-N coefficients. Quadratic equations for the curves are well fit in the form of as it shows a good value of correlation of determination, R² ranging from 0.949 to 0.983. Table  3 shows the value of R 2 and quadratic equation obtained from Figure 5 for acceleration data. applied to the specimen. In order to characterise the material properties of materials, the changing of these M-Z-N coefficients with respect to the impact force applied on the specimens has to be examined by plotting the data from Table 2 for five different polymers. Figure 5 and 6 shows the plotted data of M-Z-N coefficient against impact force for both acceleration and velocity. As seen on Figure 6 , quadratic polynomial equation in the form of is chosen for velocity signal as it shows a good value of R², ranging from 0.949 to 0.979. Table 5 shows the value of R 2 and the quadratic equations obtained from The trend can be observed clearly that a lower quadratic coefficient is obtained when a tensile strength of material increases. Thus, the expression for correlation between M-Z-N quadratic coefficient and tensile strength can be done. The data except for polyoxymethylene (POM) from Table 4 is plotted as shown in Figure 7 . POM material is excluded from correlation as it will be used for verification purposes later on. 
It can be rewritten into Equation 4 below.
where TS is the tensile strength of material.
CORRELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY SIGNAL AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
As seen on Figure 6 , quadratic polynomial equation in the form of is chosen for velocity signal as it shows a good value of R², ranging from 0.949 to 0.979. Table 5 shows the value of R 2 and the quadratic equations obtained from Figure 6 . The trend can be observed clearly that a lower quadratic coefficient is obtained when a tensile strength of material increases. Thus, the expression for correlation between M-Z-N quadratic coefficient and tensile strength can be done. The data except for polyoxymethylene (POM) from Table 4 is plotted as shown in Figure 7 . POM material is excluded from correlation as it will be used for verification purposes later on. 
As seen on Figure 6 , quadratic polynomial equation in the form of is chosen for velocity signal as it shows a good value of R², ranging from 0.949 to 0.979. Table 5 shows the value of R 2 and the quadratic equations obtained from Figure 6 . where TS is the tensile strength of material.
The difference between these quadratic equations can be characterised clearly from its quadratic coefficient. The quadratic coefficient refers to the degree of the curvature and it is used to find the relationship between the vibration signal and the mechanical properties of the polymer. The The trend can be observed clearly that a lower quadratic coefficient is obtained when a tensile strength of material increases. Thus, the expression for correlation between M-Z-N quadratic coefficient and tensile strength can be done. The data except for polyoxymethylene (POM) from Table 4 is plotted as shown in Figure 7 . POM material is excluded from correlation as it will be used for verification purposes later on. 
As seen on Figure 6 , quadratic polynomial equation in the form of is chosen for velocity signal as it shows a good value of R², ranging from 0.949 to 0.979. Table 5 shows the value of R 2 and the quadratic equations obtained from Figure 6 . The trend can be observed clearly that a lower quadratic coefficient is obtained when a tensile strength of material increases. Thus, the expression for correlation between M-Z-N quadratic coefficient and tensile strength can be done. The data except for polyoxymethylene (POM) from Table 4 is plotted as shown in Figure 7 . POM material is excluded from correlation as it will be used for verification purposes later on. where k is the thermal conductivity of material.
VERIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL EQU
In order to verify the accuracy and validity of both of the model eq N quadratic coefficient of POM material which was excluded prev  table 4 and table 6 are substituted in Equation 4 and Equation 6 tensile strength and thermal conductivity as follow:
These values are compared with the theoretical value obtained fro in Table 1 Theoretical and experimental value along with the errors for POM Table 7 .
It can be rewritten into Equation 6 below.
The mathematical expression of model equation for thermal conductivity determina well fit in the form of linear function as shown in Equation 5.
where k is the thermal conductivity of material.
VERIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL EQUATIONS
In order to verify the accuracy and validity of both of the model equations, the value of N quadratic coefficient of POM material which was excluded previously in correlation  table 4 and table 6 are substituted in Equation 4 and Equation 6 to obtain the experi tensile strength and thermal conductivity as follow:
These values are compared with the theoretical value obtained from CES Edupack as in Table 1 which is 67 MPa and 0.35 W/m.K. The percentage error of the difference be the two values are computed as shown below:
Theoretical and experimental value along with the errors for POM material are presen Table 7 .
The quadratic coefficients are extracted from the equation and presented in Table 6 along with thermal conductivity from CES Edupack that are arranged in descending order, as shown in Table 1 before.
The relationship from the table can be seen clearly, where a higher thermal conductivity will produce an increase value of M-Z-N quadratic coefficient. Thus, the expression for correlation can be done and the graph of the Thermal Conductivity against M-Z-N quadratic coefficient has been plotted as shown in Figure 8 . POM is still being excluded from correlation as it will be used for verification process. The relationship from the table can be seen clearly, where a higher thermal conductivity will produce an increase value of M-Z-N quadratic coefficient. Thus, the expression for correlation can be done and the graph of the Thermal Conductivity against M-Z-N quadratic coefficient has been plotted as shown in Figure 8 . POM is still being excluded from correlation as it will be used for verification process. It can be rewritten into Equation 6 below.
In order to verify the accuracy and validity of both of the model equations, the value of M-Z-N quadratic coefficient of POM material which was excluded previously in correlation from  table 4 and table 6 are substituted in Equation 4 and Equation 6 to obtain the experimental tensile strength and thermal conductivity as follow:
These values are compared with the theoretical value obtained from CES Edupack as shown in Table 1 Theoretical and experimental value along with the errors for POM material are presented in Table 7 . (6) where k is the thermal conductivity of material.
These values are compared with the theoretical value obtained from CES Edupack as shown in Table 1 Theoretical and experimental value along with the errors for POM material are presented in Table 7 . It can be rewritten into Equation 6 below. (6) where k is the thermal conductivity of material.
These values are compared with the theoretical value obtained from CES Edupack as shown in Table 1 Theoretical and experimental value along with the errors for POM material are presented in Table 7 . The errors as shown in the table are below 10 %, which means that the above model equations are verified and valid to be used for determining the tensile strength and thermal conductivity.
CONCLUSION
In this study, material characterisation of polymer based on the impact excitation technique (IET) using M-Z-N alternative statistical analysis have been presented. The scope of material characterisation is further expanded with the implementation of Mesokurtosis Zonal Nonparametric (M-Z-N). The vibration and impact signal that are captured during experiment are It can be rewritten into Equation 6 below. (6) where k is the thermal conductivity of material.
VERIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL EQUATIONS
CONCLUSION
In this study, material characterisation of polymer based on the impact excitation technique (IET) using M-Z-N alternative statistical analysis have been presented. The scope of material characterisation is further expanded with the implementation of Mesokurtosis Zonal Nonparametric (M-Z-N). The vibration and impact signal that are captured during experiment are Theoretical and experimental value along with the errors for POM material are presented in Table 6 .
The errors as shown in the table are below 10 %, which means that the above model equations are verified and valid to be used for determining the tensile strength and thermal conductivity.
In this study, material characterisation of polymer based on the impact excitation technique (IET) using M-Z-N alternative statistical analysis have been presented. The scope of material characterisation is further expanded with the implementation of Mesokurtosis Zonal Nonparametric (M-Z-N). The vibration and impact signal that are captured during experiment are analysed using M-Z-N analysis method. Correlation between the M-Z-N coefficient with the experimental data have been done to observe the relationship between them. As a result, the experimental value of tensile strength and thermal conductivity have been characterised by constructing the mathematical model representation. The obtained mathematical model equations are verified and found that it is valid to be used as the calculated error of these properties is only 5.55 -9.74 %. This study can contribute to a simple characterisation process of IET based on analytical methods as it does not require the use of complex and expensive machinery to work.
